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Abstract

An increasing number of industrial applications rely on low power embedded devices because of their flexi-
bility. To work properly, the network has to respect requirements concerning specifically the delay and the
reliability. Fortunately, low power, and slow channel hopping MAC help to cope with these requirements. For
instance, IEEE802.15.4-TSCH relies on a strict schedule of the transmissions, spread over orthogonal radio
channels, to set-up a resilient wireless infrastructure. A routing protocol (e.g. RPL) has then to construct
energy-efficient routes on top of this link-layer topology. Unfortunately, the radio environment keeps on ex-
hibiting time-varying characteristics, due to e.g. obstacles, and external interference. In a reservation-based
stack, the network will have to implement over-provisioning, to cope with small-term variations: additional
resources allow the network to operate in the worst situation. Inversely, long-term changes are triggered
only when a node/link failure is detected. In this paper, we investigate experimentally the performance
stability of a 6TiSCH/ IETF/ RPL stack in collocated deployments. We focus on some key metrics to
exhibit the intermittent losses of guarantees (e.g. delivery ratio) under yet static conditions. Our results in
large scale testbeds highlight that in the presence of radio oscillations, 6TiSCH introduces frequent network
reconfigurations to combat interference and provide high reliability. We perform a multi-layer analysis of
the 6TiSCH stack identifying the main sources of instability and proposing solutions to address each one of
them. Our performance evaluation highlights the accuracy of our solutions to set up an efficient and reliable
network.

Keywords: Industrial Internet of Things, IEEE802.15.4-TSCH, dynamics, stability, routing, link-layer

1. Introduction

Industrial networks have been widely deployed for a myriad of utilizations. In smart factories, a large
collection of sensors and actuators are connected to programmable logic controllers to take real-time deci-
sions [1]. These industrial networks are also widely used for other general public applications to provide
novel high added value services. For instance, a collection of sensors and actuators can detect intrusions, or
control the Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning system in building automation [2].

To reduce the deployment costs while maximizing the flexibility, industrial networks start to become
wireless [3]. However, radio networks are known to be very challenging since they exhibit time-variable
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behaviors, because of obstacles and external interference. Nevertheless, the network must still forward
efficiently the packets. For instance, high reliability (e.g. > 99%) and an upper bounded delay are now a
requirement for most industrial applications.

Fortunately, several wireless standards have been proposed to make the transmissions more reliable and
energy efficient [4]. They rely on a strict schedule of the transmissions, combined with slow frequency
hopping to improve the network performance. Multichannel environments are known to mitigate multipath
fading [5]. These protocols are often deterministic to be able to provide stable performance, and to make
the diagnostic easier when a failure arises.

Typically, IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH relies on a slotframe of cells, defined by a pair of timeslot and channel
offset [6]. A pair of nodes can negotiate a set of dedicated cells for its own usage. Since this slotframe
is repeated indefinitely, these cells denote an amount of reserved bandwidth for this specific link. Over-
provisioning helps to cope with unreliable environments: additional cells are reserved to possibly retransmit
the data packets, with a stop-and-wait ARQ approach.

Slow frequency hopping helps to combat external interference: when a transmission fails, the packet is
retransmitted through a different radio channel, to make the packet losses less repetitive [7]. However, collo-
cated wireless networks using the same ISM band (e.g. Wi-Fi networks) may still damage the reliability [8].
Moreover, external interference exhibits time-variable characteristics [9]. This implies that the network must
handle efficiently these variations: the network has to provision enough resources to handle bursts of packet
losses.

In multihop low power lossy networks, routes have to be constructed to forward the packets to the
destination. The RPL routing protocol [10] constructs dynamically routes when the network exhibits a
convergecast traffic pattern. Each node maintains a preferred parent toward the border router to have an
upward route. Typically, a trickle timer aims to decrease the volume of control traffic when the network
topology is stable. Unfortunately, RPL has been proved to overreact to link quality changes [11]. Thus,
dynamic routes may be a source of instability.

The 6TiSCH IETF working group currently defines a set of protocols to execute IPv6 in IEEE 802.15.4-
TSCH networks. In particular, it defines the mechanisms to change the schedule on the fly, with the 6P
protocol [12]. 6TiSCH also relies on a Scheduling Function to decide how many cells to reserve for each
radio link. Since cells are allocated on-the-fly, time-variant conditions may imply oscillations, increasing the
control traffic.

In this work, we focus on the performance stability. We focus particularly on long-term deployments,
where the network should reach a the steady-state with all nodes synchronized and able to communicate. The
radio environment is time-variant, because of e.g. multipath fading, external interference, mobile obstacles.
However, we argue that the network should keep on providing a deterministic behavior. Much work has
been done to improve the performance with opportunistic mechanisms to take benefit from the instantaneous
(best) conditions [13]. To our mind, trying to reach the optimal configuration at any instant is irrelevant
if the conditions are time-variant. Indeed, the network has to deal with the worst-case, without triggering
continual reconfigurations. The cost of these reconfigurations would exceed the price of operating under
sub-optimal configurations.

Our study relies on experiments on FIT IoT-Lab large-scale testbed to assess the performance of the
different protocols in realistic conditions. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. we present a preliminary study to highlight the presence of instability: the schedule and the routes
keep on changing continuously, even for long experiments;

2. we identify several causes of instability in the 6TiSCH stack (collisions for control packets, link quality
mis-estimation, negotiation of cells through unreliable links, routing oscillations), and quantify them
in an indoor environment;

3. we compare the performance achieved through two different testbeds to highlight the persistence of
this instability problem;

4. we propose per-layer solutions to solve this instability, and to make the network performance stable,
without continuous reconfigurations.
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Figure 1: An example of TSCH scheduling for node D. A→D stands for ’A transmits to D’, while the shared cell is used for
broadcast or control frames.

2. Background

We detail here the key mechanisms of the 6TiSCH/IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH stack, to understand more
finely how the network bootstraps and maintains its configuration (routes and schedule) to provide high
reliability.

2.1. IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH

The IEEE 802.15.4e amendment (2012) introduced the Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) mode
and was further rolled into the IEEE 802.15.4-2015 standard [6], where nodes follow a collision-free schedule
to transmit their packets without collisions. In addition, the standard proposes the use channel-hopping, so
that subsequent packets are transmitted over different frequencies to improve the reliability.

A slotframe in TSCH consists of a matrix of cells of equal length, each cell being defined by a pair of
timeslot and channel offsets. A cell may be either dedicated or shared. Dedicated cells should be assigned
to a group of non-interfering radio links. The transmitter does not implement in that case any contention
resolution algorithm since it considers it has a reserved access. The transmitter may trigger a CCA before
transmitting its frame to promote coexistence with other users. However, a CCA cannot handle intra-
network interference since the boundaries are closely aligned because of synchronization. Thus, interfering
links should never use the same dedicated cell.

On the contrary, shared cells are assigned to a group of possibly interfering transmitters. When a
transmitter has a packet in its queue at the beginning of a shared cell, it transmits the packet after a
fixed offset, and an optional CCA. If an acknowledgement was required but not received, the transmitter
considers a collision occurred. In that case, it selects a random backoff value, and skips the corresponding
number of shared cells. Since everything is fixed in the timeslot, a shared cell can also be used for
synchronization. However, contention resolution is not triggered inside a shared cell, but among different
shared cells, decreasing its efficiency.

Each timeslot is labeled with an Absolute Sequence Number (ASN), a counter of the number of timeslots
elapsed since the network was established. A node computes the actual physical frequency to use at the
beginning of each slot. This frequency is derived from the channel offset and the ASN, such that a cell
possibly corresponds to different frequencies in consecutive slotframes.

Many distributed and centralized scheduling algorithms have been proposed so far for TSCH net-
works [14]. In centralized approaches, a controller has a complete knowledge of the network (topology,
traffic) to construct the schedule. Inversely, distributed approaches allow each node to reactively reserve as
many cells as required.

Let us consider the TSCH schedule illustrated in Figure 1, with a slotframe of 9 timeslots and 5 channel
offsets. The broadcast packets can be transmitted safely during the shared cell: all the nodes have to stay
awake during such timeslot. Thus, a single transmission covers all the radio neighbors, if we exclude physical
errors. The data packets use rather the dedicated cells, and thus are protected against internal collisions.
In this schedule, one transmission opportunity is reserved for each radio link.
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Figure 2: The testbeds used in this study. The sinks were the only fixed nodes in all experiments.

2.2. 6TiSCH overview

The 6TiSCH IETF working group has defined protocols to execute IPv6 (i.e. 6LoWPAN) on top of a
reservation based MAC layer (i.e. TSCH). 6TiSCH makes a distinction between the protocol which defines
how to negotiate the cells (6P) and the algorithm which decides how many cells have to be allocated in the
schedule (i.e. the Scheduling Function).

The 6top Protocol (6P) defines how to allocate/deallocate cells with a neighbor node [12]. Each schedule
modification is based by default on a two-way handshake, where the inquirer sends a request to a receiver
(e.g. preferred parent) node and waits for its confirmation. Optionally, a three-way handshake can be
implemented when the child node lets its parent propose a list of cells. Typically, 6P packets sends its
requests through the shared cells since two nodes have no common preallocated dedicated cells to bootstrap
a negotiation.

Both sender and receiver detect schedule inconsistencies by incrementing a sequence number that counts
the number of modifications made in their respective schedule since the beginning. This sequence number is
embedded in every 6P packet, so that the Scheduling Function is able to detect and to handle inconsistencies.
For instance, SFx [15] triggers a 6P clear command to reset both schedules when 6P sequence numbers differ
between the transmitter and the receiver.

3. Problem statement

In typical industrial deployments, it is not rare to find different wireless technologies cohabiting in the
same environment [16]. Because of its low power nature, a 6TiSCH network is particularly in disadvantage
when sharing the same unlicensed band with other higher power networks such as Wi-Fi. The interference
caused by Wi-Fi devices may increase the packet losses of IEEE 802.15.4 network up to 58% [17]. Addi-
tionally, obstacles like concrete walls and heavy metal machines make the wireless channel non-stationary
in long-term [18].

Iova et al. [19] already demonstrated that RPL changes routes frequently even with a static topology.
Indeed, RPL tries to identify efficient routes by exploiting a link quality metric (e.g reliability). Unfortu-
nately, this quality is usually a stochastic variable and can only be estimated with a certain inaccuracy.
However, a topology reconfiguration does not come for free and it is usually followed by a burst of control
packets transmissions. In particular, 6TiSCH is reservation-based and cells have to be negotiated all along
the path toward the sink. Worse, the number of dropped packets tends to increase since reservations take
time, generating buffer overflows [20]. Therefore, we need efficient protocols that ensure reconfigurations
only when really needed, e.g. sudden fault, definitive link quality changes.
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3.1. Definition

Industrial networks are deterministic to provide strict guarantees. It is particularly hard to respect a set
of guarantees if the protocols keep on oscillating. Making a diagnostic when everything is dynamic is also
particularly challenging. More precisely, we adopt in this paper the following definition:

A network infrastructure is stable if the state of its protocols remains unchanged for small-term
variations (e.g. static topology with sporadic external interference).

In other words, this means that a network has to be reconfigured when a long-term variation is detected.
For instance, the routing protocol must change the route when the next hop runs out of energy, but has
to keep the same next hop for non significant link quality variations. The optimality has a cost, since the
protocols have to exchange many control packets before re-converging eventually to a steady state. Even
worse, the network may keep on oscillating, never converging. We argue that this reconfiguration cost
exceeds the additional resources to cope with short-term variations.

3.2. Preliminary Study

To illustrate this problem, we investigate the performance stability of 6TiSCH networks when deployed
in indoor environments. We use two different testbeds for this study, FIT IoT-LAB in Grenoble and in Lille
(Figure 2). In Grenoble the nodes are placed in long corridors without fixed physical obstacles among them.
On the other hand, in Lille the nodes are distributed across different corridors separated by walls. These
two testbeds correspond to different scenarios with different channel characteristics. Since the testbeds are
deployed indoor in a non-dedicated building, the nodes are subject to external interference originated from
others wireless devices, such as Wi-Fi access points and users, and concurrent IEEE 802.15.4 networks.

We select 31 nodes, and we perform 30 repetitions of 90 minutes in both testbeds. The sinks are the
same in all experiments and we place them at the extremity of the corridors. The other nodes are selected
randomly before launching each experiment, providing a different topology for each repetition and increasing
the representativity of our experiments. Additionally, we adjust the transmission power in order to have
multi-hop networks up to 6 hops. We target here industrial applications where nodes report their data to
the sink with a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic (10 seconds). Thus, everything is here static (i.e. topology,
traffic), and we expect a convergence to a steady-state.

We employ M3 nodes, based on a STMicroelectronics 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 micro-controller that
embeds an AT86RF231 radio chip, providing an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant PHY layer. Moreover, we execute
OpenWSN1, that provides an open-source implementation of the 6TiSCH stack (i.e. IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH,
6P, SFx, 6LoWPAN and RPL). We set a slotframe composed of 199 slots, where 8 were shared slots restricted
to broadcast and 6P control packets. We use the default implementation of OpenWSN. In particular, the
timeslot duration is fixed to 15 ms, and no CCA is triggered before a transmission (i.e. OpenWSN does not
try to reduce the collisions with other wireless technologies using the same unlicensed band).

Figure 3 illustrates (i) the number of parent changes, (ii) the number of 6P requests, (iii) the packet
delivery ratio and (iv) the end-to-end delay. Surprisingly, we keep on identifying continuously routing recon-
figurations (i.e. parent changes) during all experiments in both testbeds, highlighting that the instability
problem is not restricted to a single testbed. Unfortunately, routing reconfigurations introduce a burst of
6P request packets while nodes reserve dedicated slots. In multihop networks, this problem becomes even
more severe since the cells have to be re-negotiated all along the path (i.e. exactly until a common ancestor
is reached if it did not yet release the corresponding resources). Worse, these reconfigurations deeply impact
the reliability: the packet delivery ratio drops significantly when a burst of RPL reconfigurations occurs.
Indeed, the re-convergence takes time as reserving new cells is not instantaneous. Packets are thus dropped
because of buffer overflows. Additionally, the frequent routing reconfigurations impacts directly the delay,
since the routing protocol may build not optimized paths while the network re-converges.

1http://openwsn.org/
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Figure 3: The network performance in both testbeds for 30 experiments repetitions (95% of confidence level).

3.3. Impact of network instability

Because we expect a wide adoption of the Internet of Things, all the applications will have to share
the same unlicensed band, creating a high volume of cross technologies interference, possibly with different
transmission power. For instance, the transmission power of IEEE 802.11 devices (30 dBm) is higher than
IEEE 802.15.4 devices (0 dBm) and this asymmetry impacts directly the performance and the reliability of
IEEE 802.15.4 networks [21]. Thus, as highlighted previously, the networks will rely on dynamic algorithms,
with continuous reconfigurations even under unchanged network conditions (same nodes location, same
volume of traffic), in order to combat narrow-band noise and to provide strict guarantees. The multichannel
feature of IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH should rather allow the network to limit the number of reconfigurations to
provide stable performances.

Typically, a node in a 6TiSCH network changes its preferred parent when another neighbor provides a
significantly smaller rank. The challenge is to not be too aggressive when estimating the link quality, which
may generate routing instability caused by frequent parent changes. Conversely, being too conservative leads
to a more stable topology, but possibly performing bad. Overprovisioning may be used to deal with poor
links, at the cost of spending more energy to reach the reliability threshold.

On the other hand, network reconfigurations create burst of 6P requests to modify the schedule. For
distributed schedule functions, the nodes decide autonomously the cells to use, before detecting and solving
collisions. Thus, changes in the schedule also increase the probability of collisions, thus impacting even
flows which have not been rescheduled. Additionally, before allocating the bandwidth, a node relies only on
shared cells to send its reservation packets to the new parent, where collisions are frequent. As a result, the
re-convergence may be deferred while the nodes try to communicate in a best-effort way.

4. Layer 2: collision mitigation in shared cells

MSF [22] advocates to use shared cells for the initial 6P negotiation since no dedicated cell is a priori
available. However, broadcast packets such as Enhanced Beacon (EB) and DODAG Information Object
(DIO) use already extensively the shared cell. Thus, the collision probability may be quite large.

During moments of high routing instability, several nodes may change their preferred parents, increasing
even more the contention in the shared cells. In particular, during the bootstrap phase, nodes probe their
neighbors iteratively until they find a suitable preferred parent.

In this section, we discuss approaches to mitigate the collision problem in the shared cells. We demon-
strate that a simple re-arrangement of shared cells in the slotframe is enough to reduce the overhead caused
by high contention. We do not consider the discovery time for novel nodes, which have to scan all the
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channels before receiving an EB to get synchronized [23]. The discovery is triggered once, before a node
gets synchronized, and is thus less prejudicial to the stability.

4.1. Repeated collisions

In a 6TiSCH network, all nodes broadcast EB and DIO packets periodically. An EB contains crucial
information (e.g. slotframe length, hopping sequence) that allows other nodes to synchronize with the
sink. However, the IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH standard does not specify the rate at which the EBs have to be
transmitted. Similarly, DIO are used to disseminate routing information (rank) over the network. Typically,
a trickle timer aims to decrease the volume of DIO when the network topology is stable.

A node starts to send broadcast packets as soon as it joins the network, according to a time interval
common to all nodes. Because initially nodes that joined the network at the same time have the same
frequency of transmission, their broadcast packets collide repeatedly. Obviously, these collisions impact
very negatively the network formation time: a node has to wait longer to receive a correct EB, so that it
can be synchronized with the TSCH network.

Using a jitter before broadcasting control packets is an alternative to avoid repeated collisions. Typically,
the jitter increases the time window in which a node enqueues broadcast packets. For instance, when the
broadcast period is l and the jitter is γ, the time when the next broadcast packet will be enqueued will be
randomly selected within the interval [l − γ, l + γ]. Therefore, collisions are less repetitive, since the nodes
have now the possibility to transmit broadcast packet at different moments.

4.2. Distributed shared cells

Even when enqueuing broadcast packets randomly, the probability of collision remains high when the
shared cells are placed at the beginning of the slotframe. To illustrate this problem, let us consider a
slotframe that has only one shared cell placed at the first position of the slotframe. For simplicity, let us
consider that a shared cell is only used for transmitting EBs. Additionally, all nodes send EBs periodically
every ε seconds. To avoid repeated collisions, we consider a small jitter γ in a way that a node selects its
next transmission time by randomly choosing a value between [ε− γ, ε+ γ]. In this scenario, we denote as
∆shared the time between two consecutive shared cells. The total number of ∆shared repetitions within the
interval [ε− γ, ε+ γ] is given by the following equation:

K =

⌊
2γ

∆shared

⌋
(1)

The probability of repetitive collisions can be calculated as the probability of at least two nodes re-
selecting the same ∆shared repetition to enqueue their control packets. In such occurrence, the transmitters
will try to send their packets using the next shared cell. The probability of collision is then given by:

p[collision] = 1− K!

Kn ∗ (K − n)!
(2)

where n is the number of neighboring nodes.
According to Equation 2, the probability of collision for a network sending control packets in a range of

10 seconds, having 101 timeslots, each lasting 10 ms, and having 6 neighbors is approximately 85%. Adding
more shared cells to the beginning of the slotframe does not reduce the probability of collision. The reason
is that nodes can still enqueue their control packets during the same ∆shared repetition before the next
slotframe repetition.

To reduce the probability of collision, we need to consider a larger jitter or to shrink ∆shared. However,
in dense networks we would need a large γ to have enough ∆shared repetitions to accommodate a high
number of neighbors with low probability of collision. Consequently, the network would be less reactive, as
the rate of control packets being transmitted would be lower. On the other hand, by distributing shared
cells uniformly over a slotframe, we shrink ∆shared, forcing the nodes to pass through a shared cell more
often. In that case, we can modify slightly Equation 1 to:
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K ′ =

(
2γ

∆shared

)
∗ Totalshared (3)

where Totalshared is the number of shared cells placed distributively over the slotframe.
Figure 4 shows the probability of collision considering different number of shared cells. For a single shared

cell case, the probability of collision yields 50% when the number of neighbors is only 4. When we increase
the number of distributed shared cells, the probability of collision goes down, as the nodes use different
∆shared repetitions to queue EB. For 5 shared slots, the probability of collision yields approximately 60%
considering all 10 nodes. These results highlight that the probability of collision in the shared cells depends
on the number and the position of shared cells.

5. Layer 2.5: schedule inconsistency management

Because radio environments are known to be lossy, 6P relies on mechanisms to preserve schedule consis-
tency between a node and its parent. Typically, a 6P sequence number is maintained per link, incremented
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after every modification triggered by any of the two corresponding nodes. In particular, their schedules are
considered inconsistent if the two nodes have a different 6P sequence number. Unfortunately, this may arise
when a 6P transaction exceeds the maximum number of retransmissions. The 6P packet is dropped, and
both sides of the link have then a different sequence number.

Figure 5 shows a typical scenario to illustrate this problem. When the node B receives the request from
node A, B will update its schedule and will return a response back to A. Thus, B increments its 6P sequence
number. However, if A never receives the reply from B then it has to use the previous sequence number: its
next request has a lower sequence number, which triggers a schedule inconsistency management.

SFx advocates that when two neighbors have inconsistent schedules, they have to flush all their cells
with these neighbors after a 6P-clear command [15]. Then, the two nodes have to restart the reservations
from scratch. This corresponds exactly to the same situation as a parent change, when a node redirects
the traffic from its children to the new parent, re-allocating all the dedicated cells. Therefore, the shared
cells have to be used since the two nodes do not have a common cell anymore. Since collisions are frequent
during these cells, the reservation may take a long time.

In our preliminary study (Section 3), we also measured the number of dropped packets caused by buffer
overflow. Figure 6 reflects all the 30 experiments performed in the Grenoble testbed. We count the number
of packets dropped after a 6P-clear command. Typically, this command is triggered either after a parent
change to deallocate the cells in the previous parent or an inconsistency detection by 6P. We can note that
a large number of packets are dropped after a 6P-clear command (30% of the packet for one experiment).

Therefore, we consider not using the sequence number: a housekeeping feature [24] is enough for de-
tecting schedule inconsistencies. A housekeeping is an automatic feature that monitors system parameters
periodically looking for inconsistencies, i.e. cells that are allocated in the transmitter but not in the receiver
or vice-versa. Inconsistent cells have two different effects:

tx-cell: the receiver is not awake, and the transmitter never receives an acknowledgement. Typically,
this inconsistency occurs when the transmitter tries to deallocated dedicated cell because of new
communication requirements, e.g. some children may leave its subtree. Quickly, the incriminated cell
exhibits a poor reliability compared with the other valid cells toward the same neighbor. Thus, the
Scheduling Function will trigger a relocation, exactly like when a collision occurs, and will remove the
corresponding inconsistency;

rx-cell: the receiver has just to stay awake but does not receive anything. After a timeout, the corre-
sponding cell will be released. This inconsistency just impacts the energy consumption (idle listening)
but not the reliability.
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Figure 6 illustrates the number of packets dropped after a 6P-clear command when we use a housekeeping
function, and we deactivate the 6P inconsistency check. We can clearly see that we reduce largely the number
of packets dropped because of 6P. Inconsistencies should be handled individually, and a clear-command
appears too aggressive.

6. Layer 3: routing oscillations

The routing protocol aims to construct efficient routes in multihop topologies. By efficiency, low power
lossy networks often designate the reliability and energy efficiency. Thus, we have to select the most reliable
links while globally limiting the energy consumption.

6.1. Link Metric

Different metrics have been proposed in the literature [25] targeting low power wireless networks. How-
ever, due to its lossy nature and dynamicity, to estimate the link quality in a reliable and efficient way is
still an open problem.

With MinHop, a node selects as parent the node closest (in hops) to the sink. Thus, the network tends
to be conservative with a low rate of reconfigurations [19]. However, using long link for communicating
was proved to be inefficient [26] and the network may perform inadequately. RSSI uses the signal strength
indicated by the radio chipset to use the most reliable links. Unfortunately, RSSI and reliability are loosely
correlated for medium link qualities [27].

Measuring directly the reliability of the link quality seems the most accurate metric. For instance,
the transmitter can compute the ratio of packets correctly acknowledged by the receiver. Typically, the
Expected Transmission Counter (ETX) evaluates the average number of packets to transmit before receiving
an acknowledgement. Let PDRx→y denote the packet delivery ratio from x to y:

ETX =
1

PDRs→r ∗ PDRr→s
(4)

ETX is the default link metric for RPL [28]. However, ETX may create instabilities for long routes, because
of its cumulative variations [19].

ETXn was recently proposed by Duquennoy et al. [29]. While ETX minimizes the aggregated number
of transmissions, ETXn tries to privilege reliable links by computing the nth power of the ETX value. For
instance, the authors advocate that two hops links with a perfect reliability (ETX = 1 + 1) constitute a better
path than a direct link with a PDR of 50% (ETX = 2), although both paths have the same accumulated
ETX value. However, ETXn implicitly penalizes more the intermediate links than ETX. For instance, a
link for which the PDR changes only by 0.1 (80%→ 70%), exhibits a ETX2 variation of 0.5. Because of this
penalty, ETX2 may react even for small oscillations, provoking a parent change. One solution to mitigate
this instability is to use higher hysteresis values for the routing protocol, but at the cost of decreasing the
network reactivity.

6.2. Link quality estimation for inactive neighbors

The link quality indicators provided by the radio chipset are easy to obtain and they provide a quick way
of assessing the channel state. However, these indicators have been proved to present good estimates only
under specific circumstances. For instance, the accuracy of the Radio Signal Strengthen Indicator (RSSI)
decreases when it falls in the grey zone or under the effect of external interference [30].

Estimating directly the reliability of the links in a 6TiSCH network is much more challenging. Indeed,
a node may continuously count the number of packets correctly acknowledged by it children and parent
nodes. However, it cannot estimate passively the quality for inactive neighbors: no packet is exchanged,
by definition. Usually, most solutions rely on probing: some dedicated control packets are transmitted to
re-evaluate continuously the link quality [31].

However, probes are very expensive in 6TiSCH networks:
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Neigh. 1 Neigh. 4 Neigh. 1 Neigh. 2 Neigh. 3 Neigh. 2

Time

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="KhsbzI0G1DDprYRa0J/qilpMBLM=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDYBV2bLQM2lgmaC6QLHF2MkmGzM4uM2eFsOQRbCwUsfWJ7Gx8FieXQhN/GPj4/3OYc06YKGnR97+8ldW19Y3N3FZ+e2d3b79wcFi3cWq4qPFYxaYZMiuU1KKGEpVoJkawKFSiEQ5vJnnjURgrY32Po0QEEetr2ZOcobPusEM7haJf8qciy0DnUCwfV78fAKDSKXy2uzFPI6GRK2Zti/oJBhkzKLkS43w7tSJhfMj6ouVQs0jYIJuOOiZnzumSXmzc00im7u+OjEXWjqLQVUYMB3Yxm5j/Za0Ue1dBJnWSotB89lEvVQRjMtmbdKURHNXIAeNGulkJHzDDOLrr5N0R6OLKy1C/KFG/RKu0WL6GmXJwAqdwDhQuoQy3UIEacOjDE7zAq6e8Z+/Ne5+VrnjzniP4I+/jB5NAj34=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hoJeg68IwBr0UH6h2uSOuZJpwsw=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwa6NliI1lgiYRkiXMTmaTIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWxtfQufwM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/z+HOecEiRQGXffLya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOmiVPNeIPFMtZ3ATVcCsUbKFDyu0RzGgWSt4Lh1SRv3XNtRKxucZRwP6J9JULBKFrrBrtet1hyy+5UZBm8OZQqR/Vv8V79qHWLn51ezNKIK2SSGtP23AT9jGoUTPJxoZManlA2pH3etqhoxI2fTUcdk1Pr9EgYa/sUkqn7uyOjkTGjKLCVEcWBWcwm5n9ZO8Xw0s+ESlLkis0+ClNJMCaTvUlPaM5QjixQpoWdlbAB1ZShvU7BHsFbXHkZmudlzy17da9UqcJMeTiGEzgDDy6gAtdQgwYw6MMDPMGzI51H58V5nZXmnHnPIfyR8/YD5IGROg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hoJeg68IwBr0UH6h2uSOuZJpwsw=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwa6NliI1lgiYRkiXMTmaTIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWxtfQufwM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/z+HOecEiRQGXffLya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOmiVPNeIPFMtZ3ATVcCsUbKFDyu0RzGgWSt4Lh1SRv3XNtRKxucZRwP6J9JULBKFrrBrtet1hyy+5UZBm8OZQqR/Vv8V79qHWLn51ezNKIK2SSGtP23AT9jGoUTPJxoZManlA2pH3etqhoxI2fTUcdk1Pr9EgYa/sUkqn7uyOjkTGjKLCVEcWBWcwm5n9ZO8Xw0s+ESlLkis0+ClNJMCaTvUlPaM5QjixQpoWdlbAB1ZShvU7BHsFbXHkZmudlzy17da9UqcJMeTiGEzgDDy6gAtdQgwYw6MMDPMGzI51H58V5nZXmnHnPIfyR8/YD5IGROg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yaj93qAdMXgpBQQHRhj16MAP+6w=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIrc2WhJtLDEKksCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZkXpkpa9P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike+zTfrXm1/05yCqhBalBgWa/+tUbJDyLhUaumLVd6qcY5Myg5EpMK73MipTxMRuKrqOaxcIG+fzUKTlzyoBEiXGlkczV3xM5i62dxKHrjBmO7LI3E//zuhlGV0EudZqh0HyxKMoUwYTM/iYDaQRHNXGEcSPdrYSPmGEcXToVFwJdfnmVtC/q1K/TO1prXBdxlOEETuEcKFxCA26hCS3gMIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtecXMMfyB9/kDBKiNmQ==</latexit>

t2
<latexit sha1_base64="JlrEohaDSdZO1sV0ikC+uzmxsuQ=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwm0bLoI1lguYCyRJnJ7PJkNnZZeasEJY8go2FIrY+kZ2Nz+LkUmjiDwMf/38Oc84JEikMuu6Xk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0dNE6ea8QaLZazbATVcCsUbKFDydqI5jQLJW8HoZpq3Hrk2Ilb3OE64H9GBEqFgFK11h71Kr1hyy+5MZBW8BZSqJ/XvBwCo9Yqf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP2MahRM8kmhmxqeUDaiA96xqGjEjZ/NRp2Qc+v0SRhr+xSSmfu7I6ORMeMosJURxaFZzqbmf1knxfDKz4RKUuSKzT8KU0kwJtO9SV9ozlCOLVCmhZ2VsCHVlKG9TsEewVteeRWalbLnlr26V6pew1x5OIUzuAAPLqEKt1CDBjAYwBO8wKsjnWfnzXmfl+acRc8x/JHz8QOUxI9/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Uy91WAkvVSPGffZx/LgXpJkc/o=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwm0bLEBvLBM0FkiXMTibJkNnZZeasEJY8go2FIra2voVPYGfjszi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHOCWAqDrvvlZNbWNza3stu5nd29/YP84VHDRIlmvM4iGelWQA2XQvE6CpS8FWtOw0DyZjC6nubNe66NiNQdjmPuh3SgRF8wita6xW6pmy+4RXcmsgreAgrlk9q3eK98VLv5z04vYknIFTJJjWl7box+SjUKJvkk10kMjykb0QFvW1Q05MZPZ6NOyLl1eqQfafsUkpn7uyOloTHjMLCVIcWhWc6m5n9ZO8H+lZ8KFSfIFZt/1E8kwYhM9yY9oTlDObZAmRZ2VsKGVFOG9jo5ewRveeVVaJSKnlv0al6hXIG5snAKZ3ABHlxCGW6gCnVgMIAHeIJnRzqPzovzOi/NOIueY/gj5+0H5gWROw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Uy91WAkvVSPGffZx/LgXpJkc/o=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwm0bLEBvLBM0FkiXMTibJkNnZZeasEJY8go2FIra2voVPYGfjszi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHOCWAqDrvvlZNbWNza3stu5nd29/YP84VHDRIlmvM4iGelWQA2XQvE6CpS8FWtOw0DyZjC6nubNe66NiNQdjmPuh3SgRF8wita6xW6pmy+4RXcmsgreAgrlk9q3eK98VLv5z04vYknIFTJJjWl7box+SjUKJvkk10kMjykb0QFvW1Q05MZPZ6NOyLl1eqQfafsUkpn7uyOloTHjMLCVIcWhWc6m5n9ZO8H+lZ8KFSfIFZt/1E8kwYhM9yY9oTlDObZAmRZ2VsKGVFOG9jo5ewRveeVVaJSKnlv0al6hXIG5snAKZ3ABHlxCGW6gCnVgMIAHeIJnRzqPzovzOi/NOIueY/gj5+0H5gWROw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w5ABtmdLqbEunf1HeUPzddETbDI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0l60WPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODxyj0/aJsk04y2WyER3Q2q4FIq3UKDk3VRzGoeSd8LJ7dzvPHFtRKIecZryIKYjJSLBKFrpAQf1gVv1at4CZJ34BalCgebA/eoPE5bFXCGT1Jie76UY5FSjYJLPKv3M8JSyCR3xnqWKxtwE+eLUGbmwypBEibalkCzU3xM5jY2ZxqHtjCmOzao3F//zehlG10EuVJohV2y5KMokwYTM/yZDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqaYMbToVG4K/+vI6addrvlfz7/1q46aIowxncA6X4MMVNOAOmtACBiN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/BiyNmg==</latexit>

t3
<latexit sha1_base64="Tw1V/SVdPlOBkL4JhNtYNa4zoy8=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWQRvLBM0FkiXOTmaTIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWx9Ijsbn8XJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pwTJFIYdN0vJ7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w8aJk4143UWy1i3Amq4FIrXUaDkrURzGgWSN4PhzSRvPnJtRKzucZRwP6J9JULBKFrrDrsX3WLJLbtTkWXw5lCqHNW+HwCg2i1+dnoxSyOukElqTNtzE/QzqlEwyceFTmp4QtmQ9nnboqIRN342HXVMTq3TI2Gs7VNIpu7vjoxGxoyiwFZGFAdmMZuY/2XtFMMrPxMqSZErNvsoTCXBmEz2Jj2hOUM5skCZFnZWwgZUU4b2OgV7BG9x5WVonJc9t+zVvFLlGmbKwzGcwBl4cAkVuIUq1IFBH57gBV4d6Tw7b877rDTnzHsO4Y+cjx+WSI+A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9i5gsEZ5VZWgel58ZlclKpRHVcY=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWITaWCZoLJEuYnUySIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWxtfQufwM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/z+HOecEsRQGXffLyaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YO6iRLNeI1FMtLNgBouheI1FCh5M9achoHkjWB4Pckb91wbEak7HMXcD2lfiZ5gFK11i52LTr7gFt2pyDJ4cyiUjqrf4r38UenkP9vdiCUhV8gkNabluTH6KdUomOTjXDsxPKZsSPu8ZVHRkBs/nY46JqfW6ZJepO1TSKbu746UhsaMwsBWhhQHZjGbmP9lrQR7V34qVJwgV2z2US+RBCMy2Zt0heYM5cgCZVrYWQkbUE0Z2uvk7BG8xZWXoX5e9NyiV/UKpTLMlIVjOIEz8OASSnADFagBgz48wBM8O9J5dF6c11lpxpn3HMIfOW8/54mRPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9i5gsEZ5VZWgel58ZlclKpRHVcY=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWITaWCZoLJEuYnUySIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWxtfQufwM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/z+HOecEsRQGXffLyaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YO6iRLNeI1FMtLNgBouheI1FCh5M9achoHkjWB4Pckb91wbEak7HMXcD2lfiZ5gFK11i52LTr7gFt2pyDJ4cyiUjqrf4r38UenkP9vdiCUhV8gkNabluTH6KdUomOTjXDsxPKZsSPu8ZVHRkBs/nY46JqfW6ZJepO1TSKbu746UhsaMwsBWhhQHZjGbmP9lrQR7V34qVJwgV2z2US+RBCMy2Zt0heYM5cgCZVrYWQkbUE0Z2uvk7BG8xZWXoX5e9NyiV/UKpTLMlIVjOIEz8OASSnADFagBgz48wBM8O9J5dF6c11lpxpn3HMIfOW8/54mRPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yHKO1FyLwF4QCm4b8xqaygcRSt0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0n0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61TJJpxpsskYnuhNRwKRRvokDJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ94iTlQUyHSkSCUbTSA/Yv+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af+9X6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AQewjZs=</latexit>

t4
<latexit sha1_base64="Km8uQ78LQoDS9ls8x0D47YTsHIY=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwK4KWQRvLBM0FkiXOTmaTIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWx9Ijsbn8XJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pwTJFIYdN0vJ7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w8aJk4143UWy1i3Amq4FIrXUaDkrURzGgWSN4PhzSRvPnJtRKzucZRwP6J9JULBKFrrDrsX3WLJLbtTkWXw5lCqHNW+HwCg2i1+dnoxSyOukElqTNtzE/QzqlEwyceFTmp4QtmQ9nnboqIRN342HXVMTq3TI2Gs7VNIpu7vjoxGxoyiwFZGFAdmMZuY/2XtFMMrPxMqSZErNvsoTCXBmEz2Jj2hOUM5skCZFnZWwgZUU4b2OgV7BG9x5WVonJc9t+zVvFLlGmbKwzGcwBl4cAkVuIUq1IFBH57gBV4d6Tw7b877rDTnzHsO4Y+cjx+XzI+B</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pvOYnyqETvcjsXKvBcdQ0Et6TBQ=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwK4KWITaWCZoLJEuYnUySIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWxtfQufwM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/z+HOecEsRQGXffLyaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YO6iRLNeI1FMtLNgBouheI1FCh5M9achoHkjWB4Pckb91wbEak7HMXcD2lfiZ5gFK11i52LTr7gFt2pyDJ4cyiUjqrf4r38UenkP9vdiCUhV8gkNabluTH6KdUomOTjXDsxPKZsSPu8ZVHRkBs/nY46JqfW6ZJepO1TSKbu746UhsaMwsBWhhQHZjGbmP9lrQR7V34qVJwgV2z2US+RBCMy2Zt0heYM5cgCZVrYWQkbUE0Z2uvk7BG8xZWXoX5e9NyiV/UKpTLMlIVjOIEz8OASSnADFagBgz48wBM8O9J5dF6c11lpxpn3HMIfOW8/6Q2RPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pvOYnyqETvcjsXKvBcdQ0Et6TBQ=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwK4KWITaWCZoLJEuYnUySIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWxtfQufwM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/z+HOecEsRQGXffLyaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YO6iRLNeI1FMtLNgBouheI1FCh5M9achoHkjWB4Pckb91wbEak7HMXcD2lfiZ5gFK11i52LTr7gFt2pyDJ4cyiUjqrf4r38UenkP9vdiCUhV8gkNabluTH6KdUomOTjXDsxPKZsSPu8ZVHRkBs/nY46JqfW6ZJepO1TSKbu746UhsaMwsBWhhQHZjGbmP9lrQR7V34qVJwgV2z2US+RBCMy2Zt0heYM5cgCZVrYWQkbUE0Z2uvk7BG8xZWXoX5e9NyiV/UKpTLMlIVjOIEz8OASSnADFagBgz48wBM8O9J5dF6c11lpxpn3HMIfOW8/6Q2RPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sovPj4+KMAY+ywj6w/GdtjippKE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpAfuXfbfq1bw5yCrxC1KFAo2++9UbJCyLuUImqTFd30sxyKlGwSSfVnqZ4SllYzrkXUsVjbkJ8vmpU3JmlQGJEm1LIZmrvydyGhsziUPbGVMcmWVvJv7ndTOMroNcqDRDrthiUZRJggmZ/U0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgR/+eVV0rqo+V7Nv/er9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AAk0jZw=</latexit>

t5
<latexit sha1_base64="Mrq/IBl8Vgx2hibVJy3+IjbxY/k=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwK4iWQRvLBM0FkiXOTmaTIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWx9Ijsbn8XJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pwTJFIYdN0vJ7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w8aJk4143UWy1i3Amq4FIrXUaDkrURzGgWSN4PhzSRvPnJtRKzucZRwP6J9JULBKFrrDrsX3WLJLbtTkWXw5lCqHNW+HwCg2i1+dnoxSyOukElqTNtzE/QzqlEwyceFTmp4QtmQ9nnboqIRN342HXVMTq3TI2Gs7VNIpu7vjoxGxoyiwFZGFAdmMZuY/2XtFMMrPxMqSZErNvsoTCXBmEz2Jj2hOUM5skCZFnZWwgZUU4b2OgV7BG9x5WVonJc9t+zVvFLlGmbKwzGcwBl4cAkVuIUq1IFBH57gBV4d6Tw7b877rDTnzHsO4Y+cjx+ZUI+C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6wOUcjSFeVHhX1AqxXH/tooncsU=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwK4iWITaWCZoLJEuYnUySIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWxtfQufwM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/z+HOecEsRQGXffLyaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YO6iRLNeI1FMtLNgBouheI1FCh5M9achoHkjWB4Pckb91wbEak7HMXcD2lfiZ5gFK11i52LTr7gFt2pyDJ4cyiUjqrf4r38UenkP9vdiCUhV8gkNabluTH6KdUomOTjXDsxPKZsSPu8ZVHRkBs/nY46JqfW6ZJepO1TSKbu746UhsaMwsBWhhQHZjGbmP9lrQR7V34qVJwgV2z2US+RBCMy2Zt0heYM5cgCZVrYWQkbUE0Z2uvk7BG8xZWXoX5e9NyiV/UKpTLMlIVjOIEz8OASSnADFagBgz48wBM8O9J5dF6c11lpxpn3HMIfOW8/6pGRPg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6wOUcjSFeVHhX1AqxXH/tooncsU=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwK4iWITaWCZoLJEuYnUySIbOzy8xZISx5BBsLRWxtfQufwM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/z+HOecEsRQGXffLyaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YO6iRLNeI1FMtLNgBouheI1FCh5M9achoHkjWB4Pckb91wbEak7HMXcD2lfiZ5gFK11i52LTr7gFt2pyDJ4cyiUjqrf4r38UenkP9vdiCUhV8gkNabluTH6KdUomOTjXDsxPKZsSPu8ZVHRkBs/nY46JqfW6ZJepO1TSKbu746UhsaMwsBWhhQHZjGbmP9lrQR7V34qVJwgV2z2US+RBCMy2Zt0heYM5cgCZVrYWQkbUE0Z2uvk7BG8xZWXoX5e9NyiV/UKpTLMlIVjOIEz8OASSnADFagBgz48wBM8O9J5dF6c11lpxpn3HMIfOW8/6pGRPg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mwwoSH718RDaeE8Y+4qb0GJ/ChY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0kE0WPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpAfuXfbfq1bw5yCrxC1KFAo2++9UbJCyLuUImqTFd30sxyKlGwSSfVnqZ4SllYzrkXUsVjbkJ8vmpU3JmlQGJEm1LIZmrvydyGhsziUPbGVMcmWVvJv7ndTOMroNcqDRDrthiUZRJggmZ/U0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgR/+eVV0rqo+V7Nv/er9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AAq4jZ0=</latexit>

t0
<latexit sha1_base64="apCCl0QQ/pUAKLQ3uBGKSWYytus=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpAfte3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AAQUjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="apCCl0QQ/pUAKLQ3uBGKSWYytus=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpAfte3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AAQUjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="apCCl0QQ/pUAKLQ3uBGKSWYytus=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpAfte3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AAQUjZs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="apCCl0QQ/pUAKLQ3uBGKSWYytus=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpAfte3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AAQUjZs=</latexit>

t2 � t0
<latexit sha1_base64="F3WWocb07Q4YgagAZELS70xLg3I=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEG8NdGi2DNpYJmA9JjnNvs5cs2ds7dueEEPIrbCwUsfXn2Nn4W9x8FJr4YODx3gwz88JUCoOu++WsrK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7+4WDw4ZJMs14nSUy0a2QGi6F4nUUKHkr1ZzGoeTNcHAz8ZuPXBuRqDscptyPaU+JSDCKVrrHoEwuCAZuUCi6JXcKsky8OSlWjmvfDwBQDQqfnW7CspgrZJIa0/bcFP0R1SiY5ON8JzM8pWxAe7xtqaIxN/5oevCYnFmlS6JE21JIpurviRGNjRnGoe2MKfbNojcR//PaGUZX/kioNEOu2GxRlEmCCZl8T7pCc4ZyaAllWthbCetTTRnajPI2BG/x5WXSKJc8t+TVbBrXMEMOTuAUzsGDS6jALVShDgxieIIXeHW08+y8Oe+z1hVnPnMEf+B8/ACpCJEq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EEaoo+AtGJ/0N8ZIaZTq2qwVEns=">AAAB8HicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrKtjYDAbBxrCbRssQG8sEzEOSZZmdzCZDZmaXmbtCWPIVNhaK2Ar+hV9gZ+O3OHkUmnjgwuGce7n3njAR3IDrfjkrq2vrG5u5rfz2zu7efuHgsGniVFPWoLGIdTskhgmuWAM4CNZONCMyFKwVDq8nfuueacNjdQujhPmS9BWPOCVgpTsIyvgCQ+AGhaJbcqfAy8Sbk2LluP7N36sftaDw2e3FNJVMARXEmI7nJuBnRAOngo3z3dSwhNAh6bOOpYpIZvxsevAYn1mlh6NY21KAp+rviYxIY0YytJ2SwMAsehPxP6+TQnTlZ1wlKTBFZ4uiVGCI8eR73OOaURAjSwjV3N6K6YBoQsFmlLcheIsvL5NmueS5Ja9u06iiGXLoBJ2ic+ShS1RBN6iGGogiiR7QE3p2tPPovDivs9YVZz5zhP7AefsB+kmS5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EEaoo+AtGJ/0N8ZIaZTq2qwVEns=">AAAB8HicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrKtjYDAbBxrCbRssQG8sEzEOSZZmdzCZDZmaXmbtCWPIVNhaK2Ar+hV9gZ+O3OHkUmnjgwuGce7n3njAR3IDrfjkrq2vrG5u5rfz2zu7efuHgsGniVFPWoLGIdTskhgmuWAM4CNZONCMyFKwVDq8nfuueacNjdQujhPmS9BWPOCVgpTsIyvgCQ+AGhaJbcqfAy8Sbk2LluP7N36sftaDw2e3FNJVMARXEmI7nJuBnRAOngo3z3dSwhNAh6bOOpYpIZvxsevAYn1mlh6NY21KAp+rviYxIY0YytJ2SwMAsehPxP6+TQnTlZ1wlKTBFZ4uiVGCI8eR73OOaURAjSwjV3N6K6YBoQsFmlLcheIsvL5NmueS5Ja9u06iiGXLoBJ2ic+ShS1RBN6iGGogiiR7QE3p2tPPovDivs9YVZz5zhP7AefsB+kmS5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uJ+sNl5XwOSy/yXE4pJ5fQD+UXM=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBG8WLK96LHoxWMF+yHtsmTTbBuaZJdkVihLf4UXD4p49ed489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpVJYIOTbW1vf2NzaLu2Ud/f2Dw4rR8dtm2SG8RZLZGK6EbVcCs1bIEDybmo4VZHknWh8O/M7T9xYkegHmKQ8UHSoRSwYBSc9QljHlxhCElaqpEbmwKvEL0gVFWiGla/+IGGZ4hqYpNb2fJJCkFMDgkk+Lfczy1PKxnTIe45qqrgN8vnBU3zulAGOE+NKA56rvydyqqydqMh1Kgoju+zNxP+8XgbxdZALnWbANVssijOJIcGz7/FAGM5AThyhzAh3K2YjaigDl1HZheAvv7xK2vWaT2r+Pak2boo4SugUnaEL5KMr1EB3qIlaiCGFntErevOM9+K9ex+L1jWvmDlBf+B9/gAacI9F</latexit>

t5 � t3
<latexit sha1_base64="uSx+IaE0Zj33elkc+eLlHVS87TQ=">AAAB8HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xbVPDipTEIXgwziugx6MVjAmaRZBh7Oj1Jk56F7hohDPkKLx4U8ernePPit9hZDpr4oODxXhVV9fxECo22/WXllpZXVtfy64WNza3tneLuXkPHqWK8zmIZq5ZPNZci4nUUKHkrUZyGvuRNf3Az9puPXGkRR3c4TLgb0l4kAsEoGukevQtyStA794olu2xPQBaJMyOlykHt+wEAql7xs9ONWRryCJmkWrcdO0E3owoFk3xU6KSaJ5QNaI+3DY1oyLWbTQ4ekWOjdEkQK1MRkon6eyKjodbD0DedIcW+nvfG4n9eO8Xgys1ElKTIIzZdFKSSYEzG35OuUJyhHBpCmRLmVsL6VFGGJqOCCcGZf3mRNM7Kjl12aiaNa5giD4dwBCfgwCVU4BaqUAcGITzBC7xaynq23qz3aWvOms3swx9YHz+yMpEw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D3P60S5SnZAScXmea7IXPNTx8yE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUcGLl8EgeDHsKqLHEC8eEzAPSZZldjKbDJmZXWZ6hRDyFV48KOJV8C/8Am9e/BYnj4MmFjQUVd10d4WJ4AZc98vJLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/ndvbqJU01ZjcYi1s2QGCa4YjXgIFgz0YzIULBG2L8e+417pg2P1S0MEuZL0lU84pSAle4guMCnGILzIF9wi+4EeJF4M1IoHVS/+Xv5oxLkP9udmKaSKaCCGNPy3AT8IdHAqWCjXDs1LCG0T7qsZakikhl/ODl4hI+t0sFRrG0pwBP198SQSGMGMrSdkkDPzHtj8T+vlUJ05Q+5SlJgik4XRanAEOPx97jDNaMgBpYQqrm9FdMe0YSCzShnQ/DmX14k9bOi5xa9qk2jjKbIokN0hE6Qhy5RCd2gCqohiiR6QE/o2dHOo/PivE5bM85sZh/9gfP2AwOCkuw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D3P60S5SnZAScXmea7IXPNTx8yE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUcGLl8EgeDHsKqLHEC8eEzAPSZZldjKbDJmZXWZ6hRDyFV48KOJV8C/8Am9e/BYnj4MmFjQUVd10d4WJ4AZc98vJLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO/ndvbqJU01ZjcYi1s2QGCa4YjXgIFgz0YzIULBG2L8e+417pg2P1S0MEuZL0lU84pSAle4guMCnGILzIF9wi+4EeJF4M1IoHVS/+Xv5oxLkP9udmKaSKaCCGNPy3AT8IdHAqWCjXDs1LCG0T7qsZakikhl/ODl4hI+t0sFRrG0pwBP198SQSGMGMrSdkkDPzHtj8T+vlUJ05Q+5SlJgik4XRanAEOPx97jDNaMgBpYQqrm9FdMe0YSCzShnQ/DmX14k9bOi5xa9qk2jjKbIokN0hE6Qhy5RCd2gCqohiiR6QE/o2dHOo/PivE5bM85sZh/9gfP2AwOCkuw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o6YtFKF28ZAmHhk17XPabpFdZ8w=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyVRRI9FLx4r2A9pQ9hst+3SzSbsToQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVLDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiUvBWObqd+64lrI2L1gOOE+xEdKNEXjKKVHjG4JGcEg4ugXHGr7gxkmXg5qUCOelD+6vZilkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk9K3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ7OAJObFKj/RjbUshmam/JzIaGTOOQtsZURyaRW8q/ud1Uuxf+5lQSYpcsfmifioJxmT6PekJzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxINWVoMyrZELzFl5dJ87zquVXv3q3UbvI4inAEx3AKHlxBDe6gDg1gEMEzvMKbo50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBI5qPSw==</latexit>

Figure 7: List of circular changes ordered by time.

1. if probes are transmitted through shared cells, they may collide with beacons, jeopardizing the network
reactivity. For instance, dropping many routing packets (e.g. DIO) may force some children to change
their preferred parent arbitrarily. Besides, the transmitter cannot differentiate the probes dropped
because of collisions or because of high Packet Error Rates;

2. inversely, if the probes are transmitted through dedicated cells, the transmitter has to reserve some
additional dedicated cells for each of its neighbors. This volume of control traffic impacts both the
energy consumption and the network capacity, and this method seems unreasonable for very dense
networks.

Thus, active measurements are particularly expensive in 6TiSCH networks.
Since active measurements are so expensive, most solutions rely on a default link metric for unknown

neighbors. The default OpenWSN2 implementation considers a default link quality of 4, which corresponds
to an average Packet Delivery Ratio of 25%. In other words, if the preferred parent has a reliability larger
than 25%, the node will never engage a parent change by default. To our mind, such strategy is too
conservative and may lead to suboptimal topologies.

Inversely, if the default link cost is very low (e.g. 1), the node will choose iteratively each of its inactive
neighbors as preferred parent. Each parent change also means renegotiating the whole bandwidth. This
solution is clearly inapplicable.

To quantify the number of useless parent changes, we count the number of circular changes. By circular
change, we mean a list of parent changes so that the node reselects back the initial parent of the list. For
instance, in Figure 7 the neighbor 1 is selected at the instant t0 and reselected at t2. Similarly, the neighbor
2 is selected at t3 and t5. This chain of changes is certainly useless and it wastes energy: over-provisioning
additional cells would have been much more efficient than changing the preferred parent, and renegotiating
several cells (de/re-allocation).

Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of the time difference between two changes to the same parent. We
select 7 experiments randomly, from our preliminary study in Lille (Section 3), to quantify the number of
circular changes. We observe that the selected experiments follow typically the same distribution. In these
experiments, approximately 50% of all circular changes occurred with less than 15 minutes. In IEEE 802.15.4-
TSCH networks, we must account the control packets exchanged during the negotiation and the required
time to reallocate the active cells. In long-term deployments (e.g. weeks, months), circular changes should
be present only when the gain exceeds the reconfiguration cost. The reconfiguration has also to be correctly
handled to configure properly the novel paths before the flows are redirected, to respect the reliability and
delay constraints.

In our preliminary evaluation (section 3), we identified several parent changes due to what we call the
existence of a misleading zone. A misleading zone is composed of nodes with low ranks, virtually close to
the sink. Long links have been proved to exhibit often a very poor reliability [26]. Thus, a node may receive
beacons from neighbors in the misleading zone time to time, infrequently.

Let us consider the topology illustrated in Figure 9. The node G has a preferred parent (F) for which the
link quality degrades, and has to search for another parent. If it picks the neighbor with the lowest rank, it

2http://www.openwsn.org, an open-source implementation of a 6TiSCH protocol stack.
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Figure 8: Distribution of the time difference between two changes to the same parent for 7 experiments selected randomly.
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Figure 9: Misleading zone of the node G.

will select probably the nodes B or C, which provide a very low PDR. The node G should rather select E
or D, with a much better tradeoff between reliability, and routing progress (i.e. closer to the sink).

To avoid selecting a bad parent, we propose to exploit a passive link quality estimation by monitoring
the broadcast packets transmitted periodically by all the nodes. We demonstrated in a previous work the
existence of a correlation between this unicast and broadcast Packet Delivery Ratios [32].

We propose to apply a filtering approach:

1. a node counts the number of EB packet received from each of its neighbors. Then, a WMEWMA is
applied to smooth this metric;

2. the link quality is then estimated proportionally to this broadcast rate metric. This way, the best
neighbors are scanned preferentially.

Figure 10a illustrates the number of parent changes and the number of times that a bad preferred parent
was selected. A new parent is considered a bad neighbor when the negotiation between a node and its new
parent fails or when the new parent has a lower PDR than the previous one. We selected 10 experiments
randomly before and after introducing the filtering approach from our preliminary study in Lille. Without
pre-filtering the neighbors, the number of parent changes is quite high, between 500 and 1300 depending
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Figure 10: Frequency of parent changes and bad parent selection.
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Figure 11: The performance stability in both testbeds after adding the housekeeping and filtering approaches (95 % of confidence
level).

on external interference. On the contrary, using the broadcast rate (Figure 10b) helps to identify the best
neighbors, without using an erroneous default link metric. Consequently, we select a good parent at the first
try, and we have much less parent changes. Alternatively, we may here execute an active (and expensive)
measurement method for the second step, to discriminate the best neighbors. However, our experimental
evaluation demonstrates this passive measurement is sufficient to construct a stable and efficient topology,
without requiring any additional control packet.

7. Experimental Evaluation

We focus now on measuring the network performance stability after integrating our modifications to the
6TiSCH stack (schedule housekeeping, misleading zone identification, filtering). We conduct our experiments
in the same deployments (Grenoble and Lille), using the same platform as in Section 3. Our proposals were
implemented in OpenWSN and are freely available on GitHub3. We use the same settings as in Section 3

3https://github.com/rodrigoth/openwsn-fw/tree/convergence
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(e.g. slotframe size, shared cells, traffic load, sink position). In these experiments, all nodes execute our
housekeeping approach (Section 5). Every 10 minutes, each node looks for schedule inconsistencies, i.e.
cells with no rx or tx success. When a node has an allocated rx-cell that was never used, the housekeeping
algorithm removes it. Additionally, a tx-cell that has never received an ACK is also removed.

We use a shared platform, deployed in office buildings, where Wi-Fi networks are also used. We do not
have any control on the level of external interference. Thus, we run 30 different experiments for each value,
picking randomly the nodes in the testbed (except the sink which remains the same). Each experiment
runs for 90 minutes independently on each of the two testbeds. We plot confidence intervals to verify
that the results are significant, i.e. exhibit small variations. The dataset generated in our experiments is
also freely available online4to be analyzed by anyone. We expect to conduct experiments with controlled
external interference in a controlled environment in a future work to analyze finely the impact of external
interference.

Moreover, all nodes register the broadcast packets (EB+DIO) that were sent every 30 seconds in average
by their neighbors. As explained in section 6.2, each node uses this broadcast rate to rank its neighbors.
It selects its neighbor with the highest broadcast rate as preferred parent. A WMEWMA estimator helps
to smooth the variations. In particular, we decided to not implement any probing mechanism, particularly
expensive in IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH environments. Thus, the best candidate neighbors are those who are
ranked in the first positions and a node prioritizes them when it needs to change its preferred parent.

Figure 11 highlights the network performance when using our approaches. Since our filtering approach
relies on counting broadcast packets, the convergence time depends on the intensity of collisions in the
shared cells. Indeed, the nodes send initially a burst of 6P requests and the probability of collisions in a
shared cell is very high. However, as soon as the nodes reserve dedicated slots, the shared slots are less used
and our solution becomes more precise.

Because the nodes have a precise view of their environment, they select a good candidate neighbor in
the first attempts, thus largely reducing parent changes. This is reflected in a shorter convergence time
and a smoother routing instability period during the operating phase. Routing reconfigurations are very
infrequent, compared with the 6TiSCH stack without any optimization (Fig. 3). We reduce by 88% the
number of parent changes during the 90 minutes of the experiment.

Similarly, we also reduce the number of 6P requests. Indeed, a parent change means also that the cells
have to be re-negotiated with the novel parent. Moreover, a 6P request has a limited length, and contains
only a small number of cells to insert. Thus, several 6P handshakes may be required before having a sufficient
number of cells to forward all the packets in the queue. 6P requests are still required to adjust the number
of cells when the link quality changes significantly. However, these changes just allow the node to empty its
queue more easily, and do not impact negatively the reliability.

Additionally, our modified version of the 6TiSCH stack provides a end-to-end reliability of 99% for both
testbeds. These results differ from the unoptimized 6TiSCH stack (Fig. 3), where the network performance
was very unstable in all experiments.

Differently from the results in our preliminary study (Section 3.2), we observe now a near constant
end-to-end delay across all experiments in both testbeds. The routing stability achieved after adding our
modifications allows the construction of reliable paths, with an upper bounded delay.

Finally, we compare the impact of our modifications on the schedule occupancy (Figure 12). We can
note that we reserve approximatively the same number of cells in Grenoble, but the number of cells is higher
for Lille after our modifications. Indeed, we remind that the delivery rate before our modifications was very
low, and many packets were dropped (Fig. 3b). Mechanically, these non-transmitted packets do not need
cells to be scheduled.

In timeslotted networks, the number of retransmissions is tightly related to the energy consumption.
Indeed, the nodes can quickly turn off their radio during idle slots, and their energy consumption is much
smaller compared with busy slots [33]. In figure 12, we can verify that enforcing stability is not detrimental
to the network reliability. In Grenoble, we keep on using the most reliable links, with the same number of

4http://www.rodrigoteleshermeto.com/#dataset
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Figure 12: Network efficiency before and after our modifications (95 % of confidence level).

retransmissions as Grenoble while providing an higher packet delivery rate. In Lille, we succeed to deliver
the packets through long and unreliable routes, which increases both the delivery rate and the number of
retransmissions.

Finally, we also measure the number of desynchronizations. A node becomes desynchronized typically
after a schedule’s inconsistency, when it has to flush all its dedicated cells. We can see that we reduced
largely the number of desynchronizations in Lille: all the nodes keep synchronized, able to forward the
packets.

Therefore, our approaches allow the deployment of stable, reliable and predictable multihop networks
even in presence of external interference (e.g. Wi-Fi, other concurrent experiments on the testbed).

8. Related Work

Stability of network performance represents a key challenge in radio environments. In particular, a
route has to be constructed, selecting the most stable nodes/links, so that their link quality fluctuations are
minimized [34].

Estimating accurately the link quality for low power lossy networks has been extensively studied in the
literature [16]. Because of the stochastic nature of radio transmissions, statistical estimators are required.
A Window-Mean Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (WMEWMA) combined with ETX is a popular
estimator [35]. However, it behaves poorly for medium link qualities [36].
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RPL [10] is the most popular routing standard for low power lossy networks. Clausen et al. have
highlighted some network instabilities under real deployment [37]. Because of the oscillations in the link
quality, a node tends to change its parent aggressively, impacting negatively the convergence.

One may argue that routing changes are not prejudicial: the existence of a valid next hop could be
sufficient. Unfortunately, RPL relies on a trickle timer to reduce the volume of control packets when the
network has converged. Thus, oscillations mean also a larger overhead. Kermajani and Gomez [38] have
conducted a sensitivity analysis of RPL. The parameters have been proved to have a strong impact on
the convergence delay. They propose to use DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS) to accelerate the
convergence: each node already attached to the DODAG has to reply with a DIO. However, these control
packets would also use shared cells in TSCH, increasing the number of collisions.

Kim et al. [39] have proposed multipath routing to balance more efficiently the load among the different
nodes, and to reduce the occurence of buffer overflows. Congestion often impacts negatively the stability,
forcing the nodes to reconsider their routing decisions. Each node can tune its transmission power to force a
node to detach from the routing tree, to balance more efficiently the load, and to increase the stability [40].

Iova et al. [19] evaluate the impact of different link quality metrics on the network routing stability.
They highlighted the existence of a tradeoff between stability and performance. When using the MinHop
metric, RPL operates steadily with low frequency of reconfigurations but performs badly. On the other
hand, with ETX and LQI, the network presents higher frequency of reconfigurations and higher end-to-end
reliability. Alvi et al. propose rather to change the objective function, combining the ETX and min hop
metrics [41]. However, this method is quite conservative: a node tends to be stuck with the same parent,
even if a better alternative choice exists.

Vucinic et al. focus on the problem of broadcast in the IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH layer [42]. Shared cells
are used for broadcast packets, when the network bootstraps: too many collisions also induce a longer
convergence delay. To reduce the collisions, broadcast packets are transmitted probabilistically, instead of
using a fixed time period.

While much attention has been given to period traffic, some industrial applications may generate sporadic
and high priority traffic in the presence of critical events. For instance, a bursty traffic upon unanticipated
event (e.g., fire monitoring application [43]) may require that nodes renegotiate extra cells to accommodate
the new communication flow, possibly dropping packets while the network re-converges. Ben Yaala et al.
[44] handle sporadic traffic by multiplexing different high priority flows using shared cells in IEEE 802.15.4-
TSCH networks. While the solution works well for low density networks, the collision rate degrades heavily
the network performance for high densities. Zhang et al. [45] combine periodic and sporadic traffic, with
the last having higher priority. In their solution, the network can drop periodic traffic so higher priority
packets can be transmitted, attending the delay requirements. The sink is responsible of deciding which
periodic packets should be discarded based on the Lawler’s algorithm [46] and to push its decision to all
nodes. However, they rely on good and stable link conditions, hard to obtain in real industrial deployments.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

We investigated in this paper the performance stability of 6TiSCH networks in two indoor testbeds with
different channel conditions. We showed that the network does not succeed to converge to a steady-state
through two different testbeds, even in static situations. For both testbeds, we can identify moments
of performance instability due to oscillations in the radio conditions caused by external interference and
obstacles. We identified the causes of instabilities, and proposed solution for each of the layers in the 6TiSCH
stack. First, we demonstrated that a rearrangement of shared cells in the slotframe reduces the probability of
collisions for control packets, paving the way to a faster negotiation during topology reconfigurations. Next,
we simplified the schedule consistency management between two nodes to reduce the network instability
caused by renegotiating from scratch all the cells when they detect a schedule inconsistency. We also
exploited the existing correlation between the broadcast packet reception rate and the unicast link quality
to create a two-step parent selection, avoiding bad choices leading to instabilities. We finally obtain a
network that converges faster and that reacts accurately during moments of instabilities.
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In a future work, we expect to go further in the convergence, and to study in-depth the network re-
convergence in the presence of long-term modifications of the environment. The network must be robust
enough to keep on guaranteeing a minimum reliability when e.g. a node has crashed. When reconfiguring
one part of the network, we must be sure to be able to respect the reliability and delay constraints after the
reconfiguration. Thus, the network has to be reconfigured before the flow is redirected. Multipath, over-
provisioning, and worst-case analysis should help to solve such challenge. We also expect to investigate the
stability of a 6TiSCH stack when considering bursty traffic, e.g. alarms with strict delay constraints. The
scheduling functions must be designed to not over-react to changes. Tuning the network resources for the
worst case then apears particularly challenging.
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